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UNIX
 UNIX is a computer operating system originally developed in 1969 by a 

group of AT&T employees at Bell Labs

 Computing Service, the name of an earlier operating system project in 

which AT&T

 In constant development since its creation

 Intimately related to the C programming language

 There are different types of Unix (sharing some characteristics), the most 

popular are:

 Sun/Solaris

 Gnu/Linux

 MacOS X



Why UNIX ?
 The most popular operating systems: Windows - from Microsoft. cheap 

and “billions served”.

 UNIX was developed long before Windows, about 36 years ago at AT&T 
Bell Labs in the US.

 UNIX systems also have a graphical user interface (GUI) similar to 
Microsoft Windows 

 UNIX is required for operations which aren't covered by a graphical 
program, or for when there is no windows interface available



Development of Unix OS
Students at University of California (in Berkley) further developed the 
UNIX operating system and introduced the BSD version of Unix

Unix

Bell Labs

UNIX System V (5)

Proprietary

Berkley Software Distribution 

(BSD)

Free



UNIX Philosophy
 Portable 

 Same code should work the same in different platforms

 Multi-tasking 

 Different processes can run simultaneously

 Every process has a unique identifier (PID)

 Multi-user 

 Many people can use the same machine at the same time

 Users can share resources and processes

 Hierarchical file system



GNU/Linux
 GNU/Linux

 Most popular UNIX-like operating system nowadays

 Based on the Linux kernel -> developed by Linus Torvalds in 

1991

 Inspired on MINIX, an educational demo of UNIX

 Deployed in many systems

 Computers, laptops, mobiles, video game consoles,

supercomputers, etc

 Many distributions or tastes

 Desktop / workstation: Ubuntu, Fedora

 Server: Debian, RedHat

 Handset: Android, MeeGo, etc



Linux advantages

http://www.whylinuxisbetter.net/



UNIX layers
 The Kernel

Hub of the operating system. It allocates 

resources for programs in response to 

system calls

 The Shell

Interface between the user and the Kernel

 Example:

User enters ls –al, the shell look for this 

program and request the Kernel (through a 

system call) to execute this program.

The shell notifies the user when the ls 

process is finished so the user can launch 

another command



Shell (I)
 Provide an interface for users of an operative system

 Can be command line or graphical

 CLI (Command-Line Interfaces) are used to work with UNIX machines

 In CLIs the user issues commands to the programs in the form of successive 

lines of texts



Types of shell
 There are several different shells available for Unix, the most popular 

are:

 Bourne shell (sh)

 C shell (csh)

 TC shell (tcsh)

 Korn shell (ksh)

 Bourne Again SHell (bash)

 Summary of features:

original one

most popular one



 Open a terminal (a.k.a shell) and figure out what type of shell you 

have

 Solution:

 In Mac OS X:

1)Open Applications >> Utilities subfolder >> Terminal

or

1)Open Applications >> Terminal

2)Type echo $SHELL and hit enter and check what you get 

(NOTE: echo is a Unix command to print something into the 

screen)

 Recommended terminal for Mac OS X:

http://www.iterm2.com

Exercise 1



 Prompts the user to take action
 Structure:

Command prompt

user name

Command prompt

computer name

current dir name



UNIX Directory tree

Mac OS X

GNU/Linu
x



Simple commands (I)
 ls (list the contents of a folder)

 Enter ls (what do you see?)

 Enter ls –l (what do you see?)



Simple commands (II)

 pwd (where am I)

 When a terminal is opened we are placed into our 

home folder

 ls –lh (use unit suffixes)



Simple commands (III)
 cd (Change Directory)

 Move into the Desktop/ folder

1) Change into the Desktop folder (try the autocompletion resource)

$ cd /Users/ernesto/Desktop

2) Check that you are there

$ pwd

3) See what are the contents of the Desktop folder

$ ls

4) The . (dot) is the symbol used to represent the current working directory

$ ls .

 Go ‘upwards’ one level so we reach the home folder

$ cd /Users/ernesto/

or
$ cd ../

1) Check that you are there

$ pwd

 Move around your file system and then
1) Come back home

$ cd



Simple commands (IV)
 List the files one level up in the file hierarchy

$ cd

$ ls ../

 mkdir (create a directory)

1) Go home

$ cd

2) Create a directory named ‘Course’ (Case matters!)

$ mkdir Course

$ cd Course

$ pwd

3) Create a subdirectory named ‘subCourse’

$ mkdir subCourse

$ cd subCourse

 rmdir (delete one directory)

$ rmdir subCourse

$ ls



Simple commands (V)
 touch (create an empty file)

$ cd

$ touch example1.txt

$ touch example2.txt

$ ls

 mv (move one file from one point to another)

$ mv example1.txt Course/

$ mv example2.txt Course/

 mv (rename a file)

$ cd Course

$ mv example1.txt example3.txt

 rm (delete a file) Most dangerous command!!!

$ rm example3.txt



Simple commands (VI)
 cp (copy files)

1) Copy example1.txt one level up into the file hierarchy

$ cp example1.txt ../

2) Create an identical copy of example1.txt named example2.txt

$ cp example1.txt example2.txt

 man (getting help)

$ man ls

$ man cp

1) Once within man you can:

 Scroll down by pressing space

 Go back by pressing b

 Quit by pressing q
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